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This Is How It Always Is - Laurie Frankel 2017-01-24
"This is Claude. He's five years old, the youngest of five brothers. He also loves peanut butter sandwiches.
He also loves wearing a dress, and dreams of being a princess.When he grows up, Claude says, he wants to
be a girl. Rosie and Penn want Claude to be whoever Claude wants to be. They're just not sure they're
ready to share that with the world. Soon the entire family is keeping Claude's secret. Until one day it
explodes."-Blazewrath Games - Amparo Ortiz 2020-10-06
Dragons and their riders compete in an international sports tournament in this alternate contemporary
world fantasy Lana Torres has always preferred dragons to people. In a few weeks, sixteen countries will
compete in the Blazewrath World Cup, a tournament where dragons and their riders fight for glory in a
dangerous relay. Lana longs to represent her native Puerto Rico in their first ever World Cup appearance,
and when Puerto Rico’s Runner—the only player without a dragon steed—is kicked off the team, she’s given
the chance. But when she discovers that a former Blazewrath superstar has teamed up with the Sire—a
legendary dragon who’s cursed into human form—the safety of the Cup is jeopardized. The pair are burning
down dragon sanctuaries around the world and refuse to stop unless the Cup gets cancelled. All Lana
wanted was to represent her country. Now, to do that, she’ll have to navigate an international conspiracy
that’s deadlier than her beloved sport.
Pandemonium - Lauren Oliver 2012-02-28
The second book in Lauren Oliver’s New York Times bestselling trilogy about forbidden love, revolution,
and the power to choose. In this electrifying follow-up to Delirium, Lena is on a dangerous course that takes
her through the unregulated Wilds and into the heart of a growing resistance movement. This riveting,
brilliant novel crackles with the fire of fierce defiance, romance, and the sparks of a revolution about to
ignite.
Vanishing Girls - Lauren Oliver 2016-03-08
New York Times bestselling author Lauren Oliver delivers a gripping story perfect for fans of We Were
Liars and I Was Here, about two sisters inexorably altered by a terrible accident. Dara and Nick used to be
inseparable, but that was before the accident that left Dara's beautiful face scarred and the two sisters
totally estranged. When Dara vanishes on her birthday, Nick thinks Dara is just playing around. But another
girl, nine-year-old Madeline Snow, has vanished, too, and Nick becomes increasingly convinced that the two
disappearances are linked. Now Nick has to find her sister, before it's too late. In this edgy and compelling
novel, Lauren Oliver creates a world of intrigue, loss, and suspicion as two sisters search to find
themselves, and each other.
Delirium - Lauren Oliver 2011-08-02
The first book in Lauren Oliver’s New York Times bestselling trilogy about forbidden love, revolution, and
the power to choose. In an alternate United States, love has been declared a dangerous disease, and the
government forces everyone who reaches eighteen to have a procedure called the Cure. Living with her
aunt, uncle, and cousins in Portland, Maine, Lena Haloway is very much looking forward to being cured and
living a safe, predictable life. She watched love destroy her mother and isn't about to make the same
mistake. But with ninety-five days left until her treatment, Lena meets enigmatic Alex, a boy from the Wilds
who lives under the government's radar. What will happen if they do the unthinkable and fall in love?
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The Book of Shhh - Lauren Oliver 2016-05-17
A perfect companion to Lauren Oliver’s bestselling Delirium trilogy, The Book of Shhh expands on excerpts
included in the original series. Lauren Oliver delves deeper into the world created in the Delirium trilogy
and provides fans with an in-depth look at the terrifying society that her characters live in. This free novella
includes case studies, exercises, invocations, quotes, proverbs, and detailed information on amor deliria
nervosa. The Book of Shhh, or the Safety, Health, and Happiness Handbook, describes the perils of amor
deliria nervosa. In today’s society, thanks to the cure and its enforcement, our citizens are more productive
and committed to their jobs, political organizations, and social impact than ever before. The following
excerpts are meant to give portability to a small portion of its materials so that elements of its wisdom may
be available for reference on the go. Do not rely on the following excerpts to diagnose, treat, or address
evidence of amor deliria nervosa. Should you believe that you or someone in your family might be infected,
call the National Health Services hotline immediately, or seek the care of a professional physician at once.
Panic - Lauren Oliver 2014-03-04
From New York Times bestselling author Lauren Oliver comes a captivating, thrilling novel of fear,
friendship, courage, and hope that will leave readers gasping for air. Now a television series on Prime
Video, starring Olivia Welch, Mike Faist, Jessica Sula, Enrique Murciano, Camron Jones, and Ray
Nicholson! E. Lockhart, author of We Were Liars, calls Panic "a thrill a minute." Kirkus says: "Will have
readers up until the wee hours," School Library Journal raves: "Fast-paced and captivating." Panic began as
so many things do in Carp, a poor town of twelve thousand people in the middle of nowhere: because it was
summer, and there was nothing else to do. Heather never thought she would compete in panic, a legendary
game played by graduating seniors. She'd never thought of herself as fearless, the kind of person who
would fight to stand out. But when she finds something, and someone, to fight for, she will discover that she
is braver than she ever thought. Dodge has never been afraid of panic. His secret will fuel him, and get him
all the way through the game; he's sure of it. But what he doesn't know is that he's not the only one with a
secret. Everyone has something to play for. For Heather and Dodge, the game will bring new alliances,
unexpected revelations, and the possibility of first love for each of them—and the knowledge that
sometimes the very things we fear are those we need the most. Read the book that inspired the series,
which the New York Times described as “Reminiscent of ‘The Hunger Games’ but grounded in the real
world.”
Ringer - Lauren Oliver 2017-10-05
Like its ambitious companion novel, Replica, this far-reaching novel by the powerhouse author of Before I
Fall and the Delirium trilogy digs deep into questions of how to be a human being in a world where
humanity cannot be taken for granted. In the world outside of the Haven Institute, Lyra and Caelum are
finding it hard to be human-and Lyra, infected at Haven with a terrible disease, finds her symptoms are
growing worse. When Caelum leaves without warning, Lyra follows him, seeking a pioneering organization
in Philadelphia that might have a cure. But what they uncover there is a shocking connection to their past,
even as their future seems in danger of collapsing. Though Gemma just wants to go back to her normal life
after Haven, she soon learns that her powerful father has other plans for the replicas-unless she and her
boyfriend Pete can stop him. But they soon learn that they aren't safe either. The Haven Institute wasn't
destroyed after all, and now Gemma is the one behind the walls. Bestselling author Lauren Oliver brings
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the Replica duology to a shocking close in Ringer, but like both Gemma and Lyra, you won't be able to leave
the world of Haven behind after you've turned the last page.
Chasing Brooklyn - Lisa Schroeder 2011-04-19
As teenagers Brooklyn and Nico work to help each other recover from the deaths of Brooklyn's boyfriend-Nico's brother Lucca--and their friend Gabe, the two begin to rediscover their passion for life, and a newly
blossoming passion for one another.
Raven - Lauren Oliver 2013-03-05
This captivating 50-page digital-original story set in the world of Lauren Oliver's New York Times
bestselling Delirium series focuses on Raven, the fiery leader of a rebel group in the Wilds. As a teenager,
Raven made the split-second decision to flee across the border to the Wilds, compelled to save an
abandoned newborn—a baby girl left for dead and already blue from the cold. When she and the baby are
taken in by a band of rebels, Raven finds herself an outsider within a tight-knit group. The only other
newcomer is an untrustworthy boy known as the Thief until he finally earns himself a new name: Tack. Now
she and Tack are inseparable, committed to each other, the fledgling rebellion, and a future together. But
as they both take center stage in the fight, Raven must decide whether the dangers of the revolution are
worth risking her dreams of a peaceful life with Tack. As her story hurtles back and forth between past and
present, Raven transforms from a scared girl newly arrived in the Wilds to the tough leader who helps Lena
save former Deliria-Free poster boy Julian Fineman from a death sentence. Whatever the original mission
may have been, Raven abides by a conviction that she believes to her core: You always return for the people
you love. By turns surprising, revelatory, and poignant, Raven's story enriches the Delirium world and
resonates with a voice that is as vulnerable as it is strong.
Liesl & Po - Lauren Oliver 2011-10-04
From New York Times bestselling author Lauren Oliver comes a luminous novel that glows with rare magic,
ghostly wonders, and a true friendship that lights even the darkest of places. An E. B. White Read-Aloud
Honor Book, it’s perfect for fans of the author’s other middle grade novels: The Spindlers and the Curiosity
House series. Liesl lives in a tiny attic bedroom, locked away by her cruel stepmother. Her only friends are
the shadows and the mice—until one night a ghost named Po appears from the darkness. That same
evening, an alchemist's apprentice named Will makes an innocent mistake that has tremendous
consequences for Liesl and Po, and it draws the three of them together on an extraordinary journey.
Where She Went - Gayle Forman 2012
Adam, now a rising rock star, and Mia, a successful cellist, reunite in New York and reconnect after the
horrific events that tore them apart when Mia almost died in a car accident three years earlier.
If I Stay - Gayle Forman 2009-04-02
In a single moment, everything changes. Seventeen year-old Mia has no memory of the accident; she can
only recall riding along the snow-wet Oregon road with her family. Then, in a blink, she finds herself
watching as her own damaged body is taken from the wreck... A sophisticated, layered, and heartachingly
beautiful story about the power of family and friends, the choices we all make—and the ultimate choice Mia
commands.
Switched - Amanda Hocking 2012-01-03
Amanda Hocking is an indie publishing sensation whose self-published novels have sold millions of copies
all over the world, and Switched is the book that started the phenomenon. Prepare to be enchanted... When
Wendy Everly was six years old, her mother was convinced she was a monster and tried to kill her. Eleven
years later, Wendy discovers her mother might have been right. She's not the person she's always believed
herself to be, and her whole life begins to unravel—all because of Finn Holmes. Finn is a mysterious guy
who always seems to be watching her. Every encounter leaves her deeply shaken...though it has more to do
with her fierce attraction to him than she'd ever admit. But it isn't long before he reveals the truth: Wendy
is a changeling who was switched at birth—and he's come to take her home. Now Wendy's about to journey
to a magical world she never knew existed, one that's both beautiful and frightening. And where she must
leave her old life behind to discover who she's meant to become... As a special gift to readers, this book
contains a new, never-before-published bonus story, "The Vittra Attacks," set in the magical world of the
Trylle.
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Ringer - Lauren Oliver 2017-10-03
With its gripping companion novel, Replica, this remarkable novel by the author of Before I Fall and the
Delirium trilogy asks how to be a human being, in a world where humanity cannot be taken for granted. In
the world outside of the Haven Institute, the replicas Lyra and Caelum are finding it hard to be human—and
Lyra, infected at Haven with a terrible disease, finds her symptoms are growing worse. But in trying to find
a cure, they uncover a shocking connection to their past, even as their future seems in danger of collapsing.
Gemma just wants to go back to her normal life after Haven. But soon, she learns that her powerful father
has other plans for the replicas—unless she and her boyfriend Pete can stop him. Bestselling author Lauren
Oliver brings the Replica duology to a shocking close in Ringer. Like Gemma and Lyra, you won’t be able to
leave the world of Haven behind after you’ve turned the last page.
Pandemonium - Lauren Oliver 2013-01-22
The old life is dead. But the old Lena is dead too. I buried her. I left her beyond a fence, behind a wall of
smoke and ﬂame. In this electrifying follow-up to her acclaimed New York Times bestseller Delirium,
Lauren Oliver sets Lena on a dangerous course that hurtles through the unregulated Wilds and into the
heart of a growing resistance movement. This riveting, brilliant novel crackles with the fire of fierce
defiance, forbidden romance, and the sparks of a revolution about to ignite.
Hana - Lauren Oliver 2012-02-28
Lauren Oliver's riveting, original digital story set in the world of her New York Times bestseller Delirium.
The summer before they're supposed to be cured of the ability to love, best friends Lena and Hana begin to
drift apart. While Lena shies away from underground music and parties with boys, Hana jumps at her last
chance to experience the forbidden. For her, the summer is full of wild music, dancing—and even her first
kiss. But on the surface, Hana must be a model of perfect behavior. She meets her approved match, Fred
Hargrove, and glimpses the safe, comfortable life she’ll have with him once they marry. As the date for her
cure draws ever closer, Hana desperately misses Lena, wonders how it feels to truly be in love, and is
simultaneously terrified of rebelling and of falling into line. In this digital story that will appeal to fans of
Delirium and welcome new admirers to its world, readers will come to understand scenes from Delirium
through Hana's perspective. Hana is a touching and revealing look at a life-changing and tumultuous
summer.
Replica - Lauren Oliver 2016-10-04
From Lauren Oliver, New York Times bestselling author of Before I Fall and the Delirium trilogy, comes an
epic, masterful novel that explores issues of individuality, identity, and humanity. Lyra’s story begins in the
Haven Institute, a building tucked away on a private island off the coast of Florida that from a distance
looks serene and even beautiful. But up close the locked doors, military guards, and biohazard suits tell a
different story. In truth, Haven is a clandestine research facility where thousands of replicas, or human
models, are born, raised, and observed. When a surprise attack is launched on Haven, two of its young
experimental subjects—Lyra, or 24, and the boy known only as 72—manage to escape. Gemma has been in
and out of hospitals for as long as she can remember. A lonely teen, her life is circumscribed by home,
school, and her best friend, April. But after she is nearly abducted by a stranger claiming to know her,
Gemma starts to investigate her family’s past and discovers her father’s mysterious connection to the
secretive Haven research facility. Hungry for answers, she travels to Florida, only to stumble upon two
replicas and a completely new set of questions. While the stories of Lyra and Gemma mirror each other,
each contains breathtaking revelations critically important to the other story. Using hotlinks in this
electronic edition, readers can decide how they would like to read the book, as with the print version. They
can read the story of Gemma or Lyra straight through first, followed by the other girl’s story, or they can
move between chapters in Lyra’s and Gemma’s sections. No matter how it is read, Replica is an ambitious,
thought-provoking masterwork.
Panic TV Tie-In Edition - Lauren Oliver 2021-05-25
From New York Times bestselling author Lauren Oliver comes a captivating, thrilling novel of fear,
friendship, courage, and hope that will leave readers gasping for air. Now a television series on Prime
Video, starring Olivia Welch, Mike Faist, Jessica Sula, Enrique Murciano, Camron Jones, and Ray
Nicholson! Panic began as so many things do in Carp, a poor town of twelve thousand people in the middle
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of nowhere: because it was summer, and there was nothing else to do. And in this legendary game, where
the stakes are high and the payoff is even higher, everyone has something to play for. For Heather and
Dodge, the game will bring new alliances, unexpected revelations, and the possibility of first love for each
of them--and the knowledge that sometimes the very things we fear are those we need the most.
The Children's Blizzard - Melanie Benjamin 2022-01-11
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Aviator’s Wife comes a story of courage on the prairie,
inspired by the devastating storm that struck the Great Plains in 1888, threatening the lives of hundreds of
immigrant homesteaders, especially schoolchildren. “A nail-biter . . . poignant, powerful, perfect.” —Kate
Quinn, author of The Alice Network The morning of January 12, 1888, was unusually mild, following a
punishing cold spell. It was warm enough for the homesteaders of the Dakota Territory to venture out
again, and for their children to return to school without their heavy coats—leaving them unprepared when
disaster struck. At the hour when most prairie schools were letting out for the day, a terrifying, fast-moving
blizzard blew in without warning. Schoolteachers as young as sixteen were suddenly faced with life and
death decisions: Keep the children inside, to risk freezing to death when fuel ran out, or send them home,
praying they wouldn’t get lost in the storm? Based on actual oral histories of survivors, this gripping novel
follows the stories of Raina and Gerda Olsen, two sisters, both schoolteachers—one becomes a hero of the
storm and the other finds herself ostracized in the aftermath. It’s also the story of Anette Pedersen, a
servant girl whose miraculous survival serves as a turning point in her life and touches the heart of Gavin
Woodson, a newspaperman seeking redemption. It was Woodson and others like him who wrote the
embellished news stories that lured northern European immigrants across the sea to settle a pitiless land.
Boosters needed them to settle territories into states, and they didn’t care what lies they told these families
to get them there—or whose land it originally was. At its heart, this is a story of courage, of children forced
to grow up too soon, tied to the land because of their parents’ choices. It is a story of love taking root in the
hard prairie ground, and of families being torn asunder by a ferocious storm that is little remembered
today—because so many of its victims were immigrants to this country.
Even When You Lie to Me - Jessica Alcott 2016-06-07
A steamy debut about a love off limits, and lines destined to be crossed—with the wit of John Green and the
heart of Sarah Dessen. Tom Drummond is the perfect guy. He reads the classics. He tells the wittiest jokes.
Best of all, he actually likes Charlie. And for a girl used to being caught in the shadow of her best friend,
Drummond’s spotlight warms Charlie in a way she never thought possible. But as their relationship grows
closer, there’s one detail that remains impossible to forget: Mr. Drummond is her teacher. “Jessica Alcott’s
writing is like a very personal glimpse into your own adolescent diary. Raw, uncomfortable, but still often
hilarious.” –Harried Reuter Hapgood, author of The Square Root of Summer “The witty repartee among
characters is reminiscent of the dialogue in John Green’s novels or a Gilmore Girls episode.” –School
Library Journal “Perfect for fans of Sarah Dessen.” –Booklist
Kisses and Lies - Lauren Henderson 2009-01-13
After discovering that someone saw what looked like Dan’s emergency EpiPen in A-lister Plum’s designer
handbag, Scarlett and her tough American sidekick, Taylor, sneak into a posh London nightclub, where
Plum has a private table. Scarlett is stunned to discover a piece of evidence that might implicate another
girl in Plum’s exclusive circle, Lucy Raleigh. Which means Scarlett must cast a wider net in order to catch
the right suspect. Back at school, groundskeeper Jase is hoping to take Scarlett’s mind off her troubles with
some heart-stopping kisses. Scarlett can’t help but feel guilty for indulging in romantic rendezvous when
she should be hunting down Dan’s killer. However, once Scarlett finds out how Lucy is connected to Dan,
she knows she must drop everything and travel to the McAndrew estate in Scotland to hunt for more clues.
But when she arrives, Scarlett becomes the target of a dangerous hunt herself.
Replica - Lauren Oliver 2017-04-06
"Replica is a "flip book" that contains two narratives in one, and it is the first in a duology. Turn the book
one way and read Lyra's story; turn the book over and upside down and read Gemma's story ... Lyra's story
begins in the Haven Institute, a building tucked away on a private island off the coast of Florida that from a
distance looks serene and even beautiful. But up close the locked doors, military guards, and biohazard
suits tell a different story. In truth, Haven is a clandestine research facility where thousands of replicas, or
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human models, are born, raised, and observed. When a surprise attack is launched on Haven, two of its
young experimental subjects--Lyra, or 24, and the boy known only as 72--manage to escape. Gemma has
been in and out of hospitals for as long as she can remember. A lonely teen, her life is circumscribed by
home, school, and her best friend, April. But after she is nearly abducted by a stranger claiming to know
her, Gemma starts to investigate her family's past and discovers her father's mysterious connection to the
secretive Haven research facility. Hungry for answers, she travels to Florida, only to stumble upon two
replicas and a completely new set of questions"--From publisher's website.
Delirium: The Special Edition - Lauren Oliver 2011-08-02
Ninety-five days, and then I’ll be safe. I wonder whether the procedure will hurt. I want to get it over with.
It’s hard to be patient. It’s hard not to be afraid while I’m still uncured, though so far the deliria hasn’t
touched me yet. Still, I worry. They say that in the old days, love drove people to madness. The deadliest of
all deadly things: It kills you both when you have it and when you don’t. Lauren Oliver astonished readers
with her stunning debut, Before I Fall. In a starred review, Publishers Weekly called it “raw, emotional,
and, at times, beautiful. An end as brave as it is heartbreaking.” Her much-awaited second novel fulfills her
promise as an exceptionally talented and versatile writer.
Curiosity House: The Shrunken Head - Lauren Oliver 2015-09-29
Edgar Award nominee for Best Juvenile Mystery The book is about, among other things: the strongest boy
in the world, a talking cockatoo, a faulty mind reader, a beautiful bearded lady and a nervous magician, an
old museum, and a shrunken head. Blessed with extraordinary abilities, orphans Philippa, Sam, and Thomas
have grown up happily in Dumfrey’s Dime Museum of Freaks, Oddities, and Wonders. But when a fourth
child, Max, a knife-thrower, joins the group, it sets off an unforgettable chain of events. When the
museum’s Amazonian shrunken head is stolen, the four are determined to get it back. But their search
leads them to a series of murders and an explosive secret about their pasts. This sensational new series—a
2016 Edgar nominee for Best Juvenile book and New York Times bestseller—combines the unparalleled
storytelling gifts of Lauren Oliver with the rich knowledge of the notorious relics collector H. C. Chester.
What you will find in this book: A rather attractive bearded lady Several scandalous murders A deliciously
disgusting Amazonian shrunken head Four extraordinary children with equally extraordinary abilities A
quite loquacious talking bird What you will NOT find in this book: An accountant named Seymour A neverending line at the post office Brussel sprouts (shudder) A lecture on finishing all your homework on time A
sweet, gooey story for nice little girls and boys Learn more about the series online at
www.thecuriosityhouse.com
Curiosity House: The Screaming Statue - Lauren Oliver 2016-05-03
In this second book in the exceptional Curiosity House series by bestselling author Lauren Oliver and
shadowy recluse H. C. Chester, four extraordinary children must avenge their friend’s death, try to save
their home, and unravel the secrets of their past . . . before their past unravels them. Pippa, Sam, Thomas,
and Max are happy to be out of harm’s way now that the notorious villain Nicholas Rattigan is halfway
across the country in Chicago. But unfortunately their home, Dumfreys’s Dime Museum of Freaks, Oddities,
and Wonders, is in danger of closing its doors forever. But their troubles only get worse. The four friends
are shocked when their beloved friend, famous sculptor Siegfried Eckleberger, is murdered. As they
investigate, they find clues that his death may be tied to the murder of a rich and powerful New York
heiress, as well as to their own pasts. This is the second book in the series and so boasts many wondrous
and mysterious things inside, such as: · Howie, the “Human Owl,” whose head turns just about all the way
around · A mean but important house cat · Some perfectly ghastly wax sculptures · A very thin boy named
Chubby · An awful mechanical leg It continues not to have: · A cautionary tale about running with scissors ·
A list of time-consuming chores · Nutritious and decidedly not delicious vegetables · A perfectly sweet
bedtime story about a wayward bunny · Two wet kisses on the cheek from your aunt Mildred Learn more
about the series online at www.thecuriosityhouse.com.
The Lauren Oliver Collection - Lauren Oliver 2015-03-10
From Lauren Oliver, New York Times bestselling author of the Delirium trilogy, comes a collection of three
outstanding standalone teen novels. Before I Fall: With this stunning debut novel, Lauren Oliver emerged
as one of today's foremost authors of young adult fiction. After she dies in a car crash, Samantha relives the
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day of her death seven times, trying desperately to change the outcome, until she discovers that the way to
save herself might be to save someone else. Named to numerous state reading lists, this novel was also
recognized as a Best Book of the Year by The Daily Beast, NPR, and Publishers Weekly, among others.
Panic: In this contemporary teen novel, a group of teens enters a high-stakes game with the hope of
winning a chance at a better life. This is an extraordinary story of fear, friendship, courage, and hope that
Kirkus Reviews says "will have readers up until the wee hours," E. Lockhart, author of We Were Liars, calls
this novel "a thrill a minute." Vanishing Girls: Lauren Oliver's latest novel delivers a gripping story about
two sisters inexorably altered by a terrible accident. Dara and Nick used to be inseparable, but that was
before the accident that left Dara's beautiful face scarred and the two sisters totally estranged. When Dara
vanishes on her birthday, Nick thinks Dara is just playing around. But another girl has vanished, too, and
Nick becomes increasingly convinced that the two disappearances are linked.
Dead Lucky - Andreina Cordani 2022-01-13
Lucky to be rich. Lucky to be famous. Lucky to be alive. Ed, Maxine, Leni, Xav. They are the influencers, the
lucky ones. Gifted, gilded people who have everything - fame, respect, adulation, more freebies than they
can ever unbox. Their lives, loves and feuds are shared with millions of fans on the streaming platform
PlayMii, and they are living the dream. But it's broken Ed's heart. It's crushing Maxine. It's destroying
Leni's friendships. And it's gone to Xav's head. Then, a masked figure walks into Xav's apartment and
murders him on camera. As the world reels with shock, Maxine discovers Xav was sitting on a file of secrets
about his fellow creators - career-destroying secrets that they'd do anything to keep hidden. And if she
doesn't find the file, she could be next . . . ------------------------------------------------- 'An electrifying murder mystery
brimming with intrigue, twists and unforgettable characters. Clear your schedule - you won't be able to
stop reading until you find out #WhoIsTheFace!' Kat Ellis, author of Wicked Little Deeds and Harrow Lake
'A fascinating look into the world of influencers where things certainly aren't as perfect as they seem. An
excellent cast of believable characters and some jaw-dropping twists - a brilliant read' Catherine Cooper,
bestselling author of The Chalet 'I haven't been able to stop reading this wonderful book . . . It grabbed me
from the first page and would not let me go' Sarah Ann Juckes, author of Outside
Requiem - Lauren Oliver 2014-02-04
A New York Times, USA Today, and Publishers Weekly bestseller, this exciting finale to Lauren Oliver's
acclaimed Delirium trilogy is a riveting blend of nonstop action and forbidden romance in a dystopian
United States. With lyrical writing, Lauren Oliver seamlessly interweaves the peril that Lena faces with the
inner tumult she experiences after the reappearance of her first love, Alex, the boy she thought was dead.
Named an Amazon Best Book of the Year, this sophisticated and wide-ranging novel brings the New York
Times bestselling Delirium trilogy to a thrilling conclusion. Now an active member of the resistance, Lena
has transformed. The nascent rebellion that was underway in Pandemonium has ignited into an all-out
revolution in Requiem, and Lena is at the center of the fight. After rescuing Julian from a death sentence,
Lena and her friends fled to the Wilds. But the Wilds are no longer a safe haven. Pockets of rebellion have
opened throughout the country, and the government cannot deny the existence of Invalids. Regulators
infiltrate the borderlands to stamp out the rebels. As Lena navigates the increasingly dangerous terrain of
the Wilds, her best friend, Hana, lives a safe, loveless life in Portland as the fiancée of the young mayor.
Requiem is told from both Lena and Hana's points of view. They live side by side in a world that divides
them until, at last, their stories converge.
Love and First Sight - Josh Sundquist 2017-01-03
In his debut novel, YouTube personality and author of We Should Hang Out Sometime Josh Sundquist
explores the nature of love, trust, and romantic attraction. On his first day at a new school, blind sixteenyear-old Will Porter accidentally groped a girl on the stairs, sat on another student in the cafeteria, and
somehow drove a classmate to tears. High school can only go up from here, right? As Will starts to find his
footing, he develops a crush on a charming, quiet girl named Cecily. Then an unprecedented opportunity
arises: an experimental surgery that could give Will eyesight for the first time in his life. But learning to see
is more difficult than Will ever imagined, and he soon discovers that the sighted world has been keeping
secrets. It turns out Cecily doesn't meet traditional definitions of beauty--in fact, everything he'd heard
about her appearance was a lie engineered by their so-called friends to get the two of them together. Does
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it matter what Cecily looks like? No, not really. But then why does Will feel so betrayed? Told with humor
and breathtaking poignancy, Love and First Sight is a story about how we relate to each other and the
world around us.
Forgotten - Cat Patrick 2011-06-07
Each night at precisely 4:33 am, while sixteen-year-old London Lane is asleep, her memory of that day is
erased. In the morning, all she can "remember" are events from her future. London is used to relying on
reminder notes and a trusted friend to get through the day, but things get complicated when a new boy at
school enters the picture. Luke Henry is not someone you'd easily forget, yet try as she might, London can't
find him in her memories of things to come. When London starts experiencing disturbing flashbacks, or
flash-forwards, as the case may be, she realizes it's time to learn about the past she keeps forgetting-before
it destroys her future.
The Spindlers - Lauren Oliver 2012-09-13
An enchanting, delightfully creepy adventure for children aged 8-12 from bestselling author Lauren Oliver.
One day when Liza went to bed, Patrick was her chubby, stubby, sweet-grubbing, and pancake-loving
younger brother, who irritated and amused her both, and the next morning, when she woke up, he was not.
In fact, he was quite, quite different. When Liza's brother, Patrick, changes overnight, Liza knows exactly
what has happened: the spindlers have got to him, and stolen his soul. She knows, too, that she is the only
one who can save him. To rescue Patrick, Liza must go Below, armed with little more than her wits and a
broom. There, she uncovers a vast world populated with talking rats, music-loving moles, greedy troglods,
and overexcitable nids . . . as well as strange monsters and terrible dangers. But she will face her greatest
challenge at the spindlers' nests, where she encounters the evil Queen and must pass a series of deadly
tests - or else her soul, too, will remain Below forever.
The Cardturner - Louis Sachar 2011-08-09
When Alton's ageing, blind uncle asks him to attend bridge games with him, he agrees. After all, it's better
than a crappy summer job in the local shopping mall, and Alton's mother thinks it might secure their way to
a good inheritance sometime in the future. But, like all apparently casual choices in any of Louis Sachar's
wonderful books, this choice soon turns out to be a lot more complex than Alton could ever have imagined.
As his relationship with his uncle develops, and he meets the very attractive Toni, deeply buried secrets are
uncovered and a romance that spans decades is finally brought to conclusion. Alton's mother is in for a
surprise!
Before I Fall - Lauren Oliver 2010-03-02
Like Adam Silvera's They Both Die at the End and Colleen Hoover's It Ends with Us, Before I Fall raises
thought-provoking questions about love, death, and how one person's life can affect so many others. With
this stunning debut novel, New York Times bestselling author Lauren Oliver emerged as one of today's
foremost authors of young adult fiction. For popular high school senior Samantha Kingston, February
12—"Cupid Day"—should be one big party, a day of valentines and roses and the privileges that come with
being at the top of the social pyramid. And it is…until she dies in a terrible accident that night. However,
she still wakes up the next morning. In fact, Sam lives the last day of her life seven times, until she realizes
that by making even the slightest changes, she may hold more power than she ever imagined. Before I Fall
is now a major motion picture Zoey Deutch, Halston Sage, and Kian Lawley. Named to numerous state
reading lists, the novel was also recognized as a Best Book of the Year by Amazon, Barnes & Noble, The
Daily Beast, NPR, and Publishers Weekly.
The Magnificent Monsters of Cedar Street - Lauren Oliver 2020-02-11
From the bestselling author of E. B. White Read-Aloud Honor Book Liesl & Po comes a timely and relevant
adventure story about monsters of all kinds—and a girl brave enough to save them. Cordelia Clay loves the
work she and her father do together: saving and healing the remarkable creatures around Boston at the
end of the nineteenth century. Their home on Cedar Street is full to the brim with dragons, squelches, and
diggles, and Cordelia loves every one of them. But their work must be kept secret—others aren’t welcoming
to outsiders and immigrants, so what would the people of Boston do to the creatures they call “monsters”?
One morning, Cordelia awakens to discover that her father has disappeared—along with nearly all the
monsters. With only a handful of clues and a cryptic note to guide her, Cordelia must set off to find out
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what happened to her father, with the help of her new friend Gregory, Iggy the farting filch, a baby dragon,
and a small zuppy (zombie puppy, that is).
Rooms - Lauren Oliver 2014-09-23
The New York Times bestselling author of Before I Fall and the Delirium trilogy makes her brilliant adult
debut with this mesmerizing story in the tradition of The Lovely Bones, Her Fearful Symmetry, and The
Ocean at the End of the Lane—a tale of family, ghosts, secrets, and mystery, in which the lives of the living
and the dead intersect in shocking, surprising, and moving ways. Wealthy Richard Walker has just died,
leaving behind his country house full of rooms packed with the detritus of a lifetime. His estranged
family—bitter ex-wife Caroline, troubled teenage son Trenton, and unforgiving daughter Minna—have
arrived for their inheritance. But the Walkers are not alone. Prim Alice and the cynical Sandra, long dead
former residents bound to the house, linger within its claustrophobic walls. Jostling for space, memory, and
supremacy, they observe the family, trading barbs and reminiscences about their past lives. Though their
voices cannot be heard, Alice and Sandra speak through the house itself—in the hiss of the radiator, a creak
in the stairs, the dimming of a light bulb. The living and dead are each haunted by painful truths that will
soon surface with explosive force. When a new ghost appears, and Trenton begins to communicate with
her, the spirit and human worlds collide—with cataclysmic results. Elegantly constructed and brilliantly
paced, Rooms is an enticing and imaginative ghost story and a searing family drama that is as haunting as
it is resonant.
Dead Girls Society - Michelle Krys 2016-11-08
A girl accepts a mysterious invitation to play a deadly game in this suspense-filled thriller from the author
of HEXED--perfect for fans of NERVE by Jeanne Ryan and Lauren Oliver's PANIC. You are cordially invited
to participate in a game of thrills and dares. Tell no one. And come alone. Hope is sick of everyone treating
her like she’s breakable. Sure, she has cystic fibrosis (basically really bad lungs), but she’s tired of being
babied by her mom and her overprotective best friend, Ethan, not to mention worrying about paying for her
expensive medication and how she’s going to afford college.And she’s bored with life in her run-down New
Orleans suburb. When an invitation arrives from a mysterious group that calls itself the Society, Hope
jumps at the chance for some excitement. This could be her ticket out. All she has to do is complete a few
dares and she just might win some real money. But the Society isn’t all that it seems . . . and soon Hope
finds that playing the game isn’t a choice—it’s a requirement. “Dark, twisty, and thrilling.” —Danielle Paige,
New York Times bestselling author of Dorothy Must Die “A delicious and fast-paced read! This one kept me
up way past my bedtime!” —Julie Murphy, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Dumplin’ A YALSA
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Quick Pick for Reluctant Readers
Broken Things - Lauren Oliver 2018-10-02
With all the intensity and whiplash turns of Sharp Objects and One of Us Is Lying, this engrossing
psychological thriller by New York Times bestselling author Lauren Oliver is an unforgettable, mesmerizing
tale of exquisite obsession, spoiled innocence, and impossible friendships. It’s been five years since
Summer Marks was brutally murdered in the woods. Everyone thinks Mia and Brynn killed their best
friend. That driven by their obsession with a novel called The Way into Lovelorn the three girls had
imagined themselves into the magical world where their fantasies became twisted, even deadly. The only
thing is: they didn’t do it. On the anniversary of Summer’s death, a seemingly insignificant discovery
resurrects the mystery and pulls Mia and Brynn back together once again. But as the lines begin to blur
between past and present and fiction and reality, the girls must confront what really happened in the woods
all those years ago—no matter how monstrous.
The Spindlers - Lauren Oliver 2012-10-02
Evocative of Alice in Wonderland, this novel from New York Times bestselling author Lauren Oliver is a
bewitching story about the reaches of loyalty and the enduring power of hope. Perfect for fans of the
author’s other middle grade novels: Liesl & Po and the Curiosity House series. Looking across the breakfast
table one morning, twelve-year-old Liza feels dread wash over her. Although her younger brother, Patrick,
appears the same, Liza knows that he is actually quite different. She is certain that the spindlers—evil,
spiderlike beings—came during the night and stole his soul. And Liza is also certain that she is the only one
who can rescue him. Armed with little more than her wits and a huge talking rat for a guide, Liza descends
into the dark and ominous underground to save Patrick's soul. Her quest is far from easy: she must brave
tree-snakes, the Court of Stones, and shape-shifting scawgs before facing her greatest challenge in the
spindlers' lair, where more than just Patrick's soul is at stake.
Vanishing Girls - Lauren Oliver 2015-03-10
New York Times bestselling author Lauren Oliver delivers a raw and heart-pounding story, perfect for fans
of E. Lockhart's We Were Liars or Gillian Flynn's Sharp Objects. Dara and Nick used to be inseparable, but
that was before the accident that left Dara's beautiful face scarred and the two sisters totally estranged.
When Dara vanishes on her birthday, Nick thinks Dara is just playing around. But another girl, nine-yearold Madeline Snow, has vanished, too, and Nick becomes increasingly convinced that the two
disappearances are linked. Now, Nick has to find her sister, before it's too late. In this edgy and compelling
novel, Lauren Oliver creates a world of intrigue, loss, and suspicion as two sisters search to find
themselves, and each other.
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